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The 2nd Asia- Africa Youth festival was held in Xi’an, China from 23rd to 27th September, 

2017. The festival was organized by the ‘Central Committee of the Communist Youth League 

of China’ and the ‘All-China Youth Federation’. Delegations from all across the continents of 

Asia and Africa participated in the event. We got the opportunity to explore the capital city of 

Beijing and visit the ‘Great Wall of china’, followed by an enriching experience in Xi’an, 

which is interestingly the ancient capital of China. 

Xi'an is also the starting point of the Silk Road. It was the ancient network of trade routes, 

known for the facilitation of economic and cultural trade between civilizations. Hence, the 

city of Xi’an added symbolic value to the event.  Xi’an is also home to the Terracotta 

Army of Emperor Qin Shi Huang, also known as the greatest archaeological wonder of the 

20th Century.  

 

 

 

The foundation for the festival was laid down at the Asian-African Summit in 2015, during 

the 60th anniversary of the historic Bandung Conference. The Asian - African Summit of 

2015 and the subsequent gatherings involving the youth and leadership from Asia and Africa 

are indeed a tribute to the Bandung spirit.  

 

The Bandung spirit stands for the need for developing countries to become ‘self-reliant’ and 

reduce their economic dependence on the leading industrialised nations. In order to do so the 

Asian and African countries must come together and assist one another to attain various goals 
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and agendas. The countries must come together and help each other ‘create’/ ’fulfil’ 

‘developmental opportunities/ aspirations’ while exchanging ‘technical know-how’, 

‘expertise’ and ‘research’ in the process.  

This Spirit of solidarity, friendship and Cooperation was upheld by over four hundred 

participants from forty different countries. The grand opening and the closing gala were a 

testimony to the same, whereby young leaders and individuals spoke about deepening the 

Asian and African cooperation and also expanding the ‘South- South cooperation’. The Asian 

and African countries need to seize new opportunities and promote regional and sub-regional 

cooperation in order to facilitate development, trade and investment. The idea of 

‘inclusiveness’ is integral to such cooperation. The speakers upheld the same and focused on 

the agenda of ‘mutual learning’ and ‘constructive contribution’.  

Further, the focus was on the need for developing countries to raise their voices collectively, 

while forwarding the ‘South-South cooperation’ through addressing and acknowledging the 

challenges and difficulties that other sister countries are facing. This is primarily significant 

as the Asian-African cooperation is gaining importance within the global dimension.  

 

 

Following the grand opening, the highlight of the closing gala was the ‘cultural exchange’ 

between countries. Young individuals from all across the continents of Asia and Africa 

demonstrated their talents by means of music and dance, followed by magnificent 

performances by professional Chinese artists.   



 

While we were in Beijing, we got the opportunity to attend a lecture by Dr. Cheng from  

Renmin University, while addressing the youth delegations Dr. Cheng focussed on the 

political economy of the ‘One-Belt-One-Road’.  

Dr.Cheng began his talk by drawing a clear distinction between the ‘East’ and the ‘West’. 

According to him, these two civilizations were not in any way similar and the former would 

now rise to fill the plugs that the reign of the latter had left behind. The East, he said would 

shape history in a manner starkly contrasting to the way the West has shaped it. The way 

China, which was what he meant by ‘the East’ would rise as a pole of global power, would 

then be in clear dissimilarity with the East.  

Dr.Cheng then went on to address the role of China in Africa. Blaming the western media and 

its ill-founded talents at creating narratives, he said that China’s role should not be confused 

with terms such as ‘neo-colonialism’ and the activities such as ‘land grabbing’ that are 

synonymous with it. This appealed to the delegations from Africa which represented almost 

half of the 400 delegates present in the room.  

Why then must one think of OBOR, one might ask. This is what Dr.Cheng addressed soon 

after. Globalization was the experiment that the West had shaped. Dr.Cheng explicitly 

criticized it. He said it had failed to generate inclusiveness. Sure, globalizations had generated 

wealth but far too much of this wealth had benefited just a few. The growth had not been 

inclusive. ‘Globalization had created a chain of production systems’ said Dr.Cheng ‘but not 

all parts had been connected.’ 

Dr.Cheng then laid out in words as clear as water that OBOR was not a Chinese strategy. 

According to him it was an ‘open and inclusive initiative’. He said that this initiative was 

guided by principles of ‘no intervention’, ‘no forced deployment models’ and ‘no geo-

political games’. He made it clear that China would not enforce development models on 

nations like the West had done for so many years through the ‘Washington consensus’. There 

was no ‘Beijing consensus’ then because consensus would been enforcing models of growth 



ill-suited to contextual variables. Dr. Cheng stressed the need for the solidarity of the ‘South’ 

to counter the narrative of the ‘north’.  

Thereafter, selected speakers from nations were invited to speak. The representative from 

Pakistan, Mr. Salman was a Professor of politics from Islamabad. He agreed with Dr.Cheng 

that OBOR was not a strategy but an initiative. However, he said, ‘its impacts cannot go 

unnoticed’. These impacts included sovereignty of nations involved. He was speaking in the 

context of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). One of the six economic corridors 

that OBOR envisions.  

The representative from South Africa made a crucial argument when he said ‘Western 

powers are perceived in Africa as imperialistic. China, on the other hand, uses our resources 

but leaves us in power’. That in his mind, was all that mattered.  

Dr. Cheng spoke of an era of Multilateralism, headed by the Chinese civilization. Martin 

Jaques’ book , When China Rules the World has arguments complimentary to such a stance. 

Jaques has argued that China is a civilization state and not a nation-state and that is how it 

will maneuverer in international affairs. True. OBOR appeared to be a bold experiment in 

Chinese leadership.  

In Xi’an, we visited a construction site of the Xi’an subway. After the site engineers had 

shown the group around by taking the participants inside tunnels and exposing them to the 

technology used, a high-level panel representing CRFG (China railway first group) addressed 

the cohort in the site headquarters.  

 



 

 

The talk steered around how the CRFG managed its overseas operations. Massive statistics 

and impressive constructions had the audience in awe. If one were the visit Africa, the 

overwhelming presence of CRFG in infrastructure development cannot go unnoticed. In 

October 2016 for instance, the Chinese built railway connecting Addis Ababa in Ehtiopia to 

the Read Sea state in Djibouti was inaugurated. Overseas operations like these contribute 

massively to Chinese soft power in the region. It has also been argued that these are a part of 

the ‘trade for infrastructure deals’ that the Chinese are known for in the region.  

Why must delegates know about CRFG? Because they will play a crucial role in OBOR. If 

the 6 economic corridors are to be turned into reality, CRFG will be tasked with constructing 

this reality. Quite literally. Connectivity is then, crucial to OBOR. It not only allows for more 

efficient transport but also, as a spill over effect, optimizes trading potential. In the case 

above, travel time from Addis to Djibouti was cut down from 3 days to 12 hours and one end 

of the rail (Djibouti) is a port.  

Through a show of slides and short films, CRFG representatives were focused on building 

confidence in their audience that China had the economic might to stick to its promises and 

fulfil its visions. The benefits that CRFG brings to the nations in operates in are many. 

However, the symmetry of benefits may be debatable.   

After the end of the Cold War, the world was shaped by Western ideals. The triumph of 

democracy had caused scholars like Francis Fukuyama to proclaim the ‘end of history’. Alas, 



history is in motion. Today, it is being re-written. The US-led liberal world order always had 

threats. One of them, as the West has believed, is China. China seeks to re-write the rules of 

the game and as books such as ‘The Rise and Fall of Great Powers’ by Paul Kennedy tell us, 

‘great powers will shape norms’. China is a great power at the far end of its incubation phase.  

OBOR is a bold experiment in Chinese leadership. It is an epitome of how and by what 

means Beijing will come to re-write the norms of international affairs both regionally and 

globally. At a time when Chinese expansionism in the regions such as the South China sea 

have led to waves of criticism, Beijing appears to be unperturbed. Its growing economic and 

political muscle has give it the cause and the means to flex its might globally. As populism 

and its footprints weakens the West, China has seen opportunities it must seize. The poles of 

power are shifting and OBOR is a sign of just that.  

New Delhi has concerns with OBOR and in particular CPEC, owing to CPEC clouds holding 

contested territory in Pakistan occupied Kashmir within their ambits. The ‘all-weather’ 

friendship between Islamabad and Beijing has given India reason to worry. The OBOR will, 

if nothing, aggravate such tensions. The Chinese deny that the intentions behind OBOR are 

geo-political in nature but it is hard to deny that its impacts have such themes running 

through. 

  

 

 

 

 


